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1. PREFACE 
 

AFP stands for product and technological innovation in the film packaging industry, and strives to improve the 

performance of our customers. Whether it is for load security, food packaging or inter-industry film applications. 

We do so in numerous areas throughout the entire chain from production to delivery to the end customer. This is 

a complex chain. The good news is that we understand this chain and that we base our solutions on this 

understanding.  

 

We promise a demonstrable positive impact of damage-free transport, food safety, protection and durability of 

products, distinctive presentation on the shelf, ease of use of packaging and cost efficiency. We are able to fulfil 

this promise as a result of our many years of knowledge and experience in the development of film whereby we 

use the insights of our customers. We believe in the innovative force of film: a material with superior 

characteristics.  

 

High-performance film is our product. The high performance of our people, our added value. 

The commitment of the driven AFP experts take our solutions to a next higher level. We love the challenge: 

continuous improvement, development, testing, adjustment and measurement of new film and arranging for the 

perfect match. This is the process that enables us to add value to the packaging, production or logistics 

process. 

 

CORE ACTIVITIES 
 

 Development of flexible packaging concepts, independently and/or in collaboration with suppliers and 

customers 

 Production of high-quality films by means of multi-layer cast and blow extrusion processes 

 Full-colour printing, laminating and finishing film 

 On-site technical support in connection with film processing 

 

CORE COMPETENCIES 
 

 The entire process performed by one party; from the initial development of packaging concepts, raw 

material formulation, recipe development and own film production to the printing and laminating of film 

as well as advice and support to the customer 

 Innovative power, in all layers of the organisation 

 Thorough knowledge of and many years of experience with cast and blow co-extrusion  

 State-of-the-art production organisation 

 Focus on the “carbon footprint” 
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THE ORGANISATION CONSISTS OF SEVERAL DIVISIONS, NAMELY: 
 

 

 

 

Load security film 

AFP provides you with the highest load security and the best possible 

pallet stability when transporting your products. Improving the 

performance of your logistics process, which is our ultimate target. You 

wish to transport your products from A to B. Quickly, safely, 

undamaged and against the lowest possible TCO (Total Cost of 

Ownership). AFP provides you with a lead in all of these areas. We 

realise the optimum pallet wrapping solution for your specific situation. 

High-performance film is our product. The high performance of our 

people, our added value.  

 

 

 

 

Food packaging film 

Packaging food products is complex. You know this more than anyone 

else. AFP embraces this complexity. Our ambition is to improve your 

packaging process. As an expert in film who is familiar with all links of 

the chain, we develop the perfect solution for your packaging and 

process. This allows you to prevent failures and accelerate production. 

We help you prevent waste with the best possible protection of your 

product.  

 

 

 

 

Innovative film 

Film is a material with many possibilities. AFP proves everyday that a 

modest share of film in a product can have an enormous impact. Smart 

addition of film can make products lighter, more beautiful, stronger, 

more flexible or cheaper. This offers opportunities for your business. 

We believe in adding value by combining your knowledge and products 

with our ingenuity and knowledge in the area of plastic film. Joint 

realisation of unique inventions, products with superior characteristics: 

a dashboard that is 35% lighter, light-weight suitcases with maximum 

shock-resistance and carpeting that can be processed more easily. 

Moreover, production processes can be highly simplified and improved 

with smart foil use. This results in acceleration and cost savings. 

 

 

 

The application of NEN-ISO 26000 concerns the entire organisation. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

The 40 questions from NPR 9026 (Dutch Practice guideline) are answered on the pages below. This 

substantiation of the self-declaration describes where AFP currently stands. It is a point of departure that forms 

the basis for further development. Answering the questions systematically constantly stimulates AFP and 

challenges the organisation to create a better vision on and handling of CSR core themes.  

More justice is done to subjects that already formed part of the AFP daily business operations and they are 

provided with more depth. 

 

AFP focuses in particular on the following CSR core themes: 

 

 Management of the organisation 

 Environment 

 Employment practice 

 Social commitment 

 Consumer affairs 

 

The other core themes will also be discussed, but they have a lower priority for AFP. 

 

The group project (taken place in 2015-2016) in collaboration with trade association NRK (Dutch Federation of 

the Rubber and Plastics Industry) meant that the development of our vision of CSR acquired a specific place 

and had a positive impact on our own identity.  

 

The impact on relevant stakeholders has been increased during the follow-up of this process. This made the 

CSR core values in the chain more visible. 

 

If you have questions or require a substantive account, you can contact: 

 

Apeldoorn Flexible Packaging B.V. 

 

Harold Gankema (Manager Quality & Compliance) 

Email: hgankema@afpfilm.com 
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3. CSR PRINCIPLES 
 

International guideline ISO 26000 mentions seven principles that form the basis for Corporate Social 

Responsibility. As AFP, we endorse these principles.  

 

3.1.  RENDERING ACCOUNT (QUESTION 1) 

 AFP performs measurements each year to stimulate positive and prevent negative effects on the 

environment. This has been laid down in the environmental permit and is enforced by the government. 

 AFP reports annually on the effects on the economy to relevant stakeholders in a annual financial 

report. 

 AFP uses a Risk Assessment & Evaluation (RI&E) to take responsibility for the risks to which 

employees are exposed and wants to limit these risks as much as possible. 

 A report on improvement projects and their progress is provided each year by means of a management 

review. 

 As a participant in the MJA3 programme, AFP reports energy consumptions annually and commits to 

the related objectives. 

 Staff magazine ‘Pakkend Nieuws’ is published monthly. It keeps employees informed of the latest 

developments within the company. 

 AFP is ISO 9001 and BRC Packaging certified in order to be able to demonstrate that it undertakes 

activities in a structural manner to guarantee the quality and food safety of the processes and products.  

 

Sources: 

 Annual financial report 

 ISO 9001 audit report 

 BRC Packaging audit report 

 RI&E report and plan of approach 

 Management review 

 ISO 26000 Self-declaration 

 MJA-3 report 

 

 

3.2. TRANSPARENCY (QUESTION 2) 

Transparency means to AFP that it shows what its policy, decisions and activities are and what impact these 

have on society and the environment. This transparency is of particular importance to AFP as business-to-

business player when it sits down with customers to do business.  

As AFP, we also position ourselves by means of the ISO 26000 self-declaration. This is how AFP provides 

insight into the processes within the company and the supply chain.  

In addition to this positioning, AFP creates transparency in advance by means of its vision and mission and 

CSR policy.  

As a result of clear and complete job descriptions it is clear which tasks and responsibilities belong to a position. 

More specifically, AFP is transparent concerning decisions and activities that have an impact on its 

surroundings as regards: 

 

 The purpose, nature and the place of the activities 

 The owner of the organisation 

 Financial performance 

 CSR performance in significant areas 
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 Who are considered to be relevant stakeholders and the manner in which these stakeholders were 

selected 

 AFP uses the self-declaration to create transparency concerning the ambitions and current status of 

Corporate Social Responsibility and with respect to the interaction with stakeholders 

 The terms and conditions to which the products are sold. These are provided proactively with every sale 

 The decision-making structure and the structure of the organisation have been laid down in the 

Handbook. This includes the description of the tasks and powers, which are clear and transparent  

 AFP is open to external audits by parties that have a relevant relationship with the organisation. This is 

how AFP wishes to be transparent about the work methods, company structure and the work culture 

 

Sources:  

 ISO 9001 audit report 

 BRC Packaging audit report 

 Management review 

 Annual financial report 

 Self-declaration on the NEN publication platform and website: https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000/ 

 Handbook 

 

 

 3.3. ETHICAL CONDUCT (QUESTION 3) 

AFP conform to the ethical guidelines and AFP wishes to promote ethical behaviour. The principle values of 

ethical behaviour have been translated into practical starting points laid down in the code of conduct applied by 

AFP. The code of conduct forms the basis for desirable behaviour for AFP employees. The AFP code of 

conduct has been included in the Employee Manual. The code of conduct describes what constitutes 

undesirable behaviour as well as the procedures in case of violations. Confidential advisors have been 

appointed in order to make it possible to report unethical behaviour. 

In summary, AFP has formalised the following:  

 

 Introduction of an NRK collective Code of Conduct to formalise ethical conduct 

 Drawing up our own Code of Conduct and inclusion in the Employee Manual 

 Publication of the core values and principles 

 Enabling the organisation to report unethical behaviour 

 Introduction of a confidential committee 

 The prevention or resolution of conflicts of interest throughout the organisation that could lead to 

unethical behaviour 

 

Sources:  

 NRK Code of conduct 

 AFP Code of Conduct  

 Employee Manual 

 Self-declaration on the NEN publication platform and website: https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000/ 

 

 

3.4. RESPECT FOR THE INTERESTS OF STAKEHOLDERS (QUESTION 4) 

AFP has identified its stakeholders. AFP respects the interests of stakeholders and takes these interests into 

account when making its business decisions. AFP wishes to be and become the preferred supplier of flexible 

film for the customers it serves. The business operations are geared to this. 

https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000
https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000
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 The organisation respects the interests of stakeholders and responds to these 

 Stakeholders are acknowledged and appreciated and we respond to concerns expressed by 

stakeholders 

 Recognition that stakeholders can have an impact on AFP’s activities 

 Account is also taken of the interests of stakeholders with whom there is no formal relationship 

 Ensuring that the interests of our stakeholders are considered in the light of broader social expectations 

 

Sources:  

 Stakeholder analysis (see chapter 4) 

 

 

3.5. RESPECT FOR THE LEGAL ORDER (QUESTION 5) 

AFP complies with relevant legislation and regulations. Respect for the legal order is the starting point for both 

the activities in our own branch and in the supply chain. AFP wishes to go a step further in the area of the 

environment and society by means of CSR policy and CSR efforts.  

There is regular consultation with the municipality concerning (integrated) environmental legislation. 

 

AFP undertakes the following activities for this purpose: 

 

 Implementing a structure to be aware of the applicable legislation and regulations at all times 

 Assuring compliance with legislation in the countries in which it is active 

 Investigating whether measures should be implemented in order to ensure that its relationships and 

activities are in accordance with legislation and regulations 

 Informing employees of recent and relevant legislation and regulations and how they can comply with 

these 

 Regularly assessing whether the organisation still complies with legislation and regulations 

 

 

3.6. RESPECT FOR INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT (QUESTION 6) 

AFP respects international standards of conduct also in countries where legislation, the environment or society 

are not protected sufficiently and where there are conflicts with international standards of conduct. In addition, 

AFP respects international standards of conduct in a deliberate manner, but it is too small to influence this 

independently and it is therefore a member of NRK. AFP will refrain at all times from doing business with 

countries or entrepreneurs in countries or areas that violate the international standards of conduct. The code of 

conduct that has been drawn up may be applied when selecting suppliers  

 

Sources:  

 NRK Code of conduct 

 AFP Code of Conduct  

 

 

3.7. RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (QUESTION 7) 

AFP code of conduct refers, among other things, to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 

Children's Rights Convention. AFP strives to increase its influence on the human rights situation in the chain. 

 

More specifically, this means that AFP:  
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 Respects human rights in all countries, cultures and situations 

 Takes steps in situations in which human rights are violated within the context of our business 

operations, the value chain and/or our sphere of influence 

 Does not abuse or benefit from situations in which human rights are not protected sufficiently 

 It refrains from doing business with companies and organisations that are involved directly or indirectly 

in the violation of universal human rights  

 Gives employees the opportunity to develop themselves and their talents 

 

 
Figure: Declaration that AFP acknowledges and complies with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as drawn up by the United Nations. 

 

Sources:  

 NRK Code of conduct 

 AFP Code of Conduct  
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4. STAKEHOLDERS 
 

Stakeholders are persons or organisations that influence AFP or that are influenced by AFP’s activities and 

decisions. AFP wishes to be and become the preferred supplier of flexible film for the customers it serves and 

wishes to serve. The business operations are geared towards this vision.  

 

Customer focus is central in this connection: AFP wishes to be appreciated by customers for the quality of the 

products and services, the innovative power and the reliable and sustainable value chain. AFP works closely 

together with our suppliers in order to realise a reliable and sustainable value chain. Quality must be assured in 

all links. 

 

 

4.1. IDENTIFICATION OF STAKEHOLDERS (QUESTION 8) 

AFP has identified the stakeholders as follows: as participant in the ISO 26000 group process organised by the 

trade association (NRK) in 2015-2016, the relevant stakeholder groups (and examples of individual 

stakeholders) were identified first and then validated with each other and supplemented during a series of 

workshops. The result was tested at AFP and supplemented where necessary. 

It is important to have a clear idea of each stakeholder’s interests and expectations as regards AFP. The figure 

below provides an overview of the stakeholders identified by AFP. 

 

 
 

Figure: Visual representation of the AFP stakeholders 

 

 

4.2. WHO ARE THE ORGANISATION’S STAKEHOLDERS (QUESTION 9) 

The main stakeholders are the ones who have a direct influence on AFP’s value chain. These are: 

 

1. The own organisation: Employees, Company Emergency Response team, staff association, works 

council 

2. Customers (and customers of customers / consumers) 

3. Suppliers of raw materials, energy and services 
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There are also stakeholders who in a different way have to a greater or lesser extent an influence on the 

performance of AFP. This concerns the parties listed below: 

 

4. Owner 

5. Banks and insurers 

6. Government: a.o. province, municipality of Apeldoorn, fire brigade, environment agency 

7. Environment: citizens, neighbours 

8. Competitors 

9. NRK trade association 

10. NGOs  

11. Media 

 

 

4.3. INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS (QUESTION 10) 

As participant in the ISO 26000 group process organised in 2015 – 2016 by the trade association (NRK), AFP 

performed an internal survey of the relevant stakeholder groups (and examples of individual stakeholders) and 

then validated and supplemented them.  

 

AFP involves the stakeholders in its policy making process for: 

  

 Gain understanding for the impact of the decisions and activities of the individual stakeholders 

 Find out how to increase the positive impact on the environment or to reduce the negative impact 

 Judge the CSR performance 

 Being transparent on the activities and decisions 

 Check whether the CSR related promises are really valid 

 Discuss and solve possible conflicting interests of AFP, stakeholders and societal expectations 

 Comply with legislation with respect to stakeholders 

 Build constructive partnerships when and where possible with stakeholders  

 

The following items are subject matters between AFP and the stakeholders 

 

 With its suppliers AFP wants to create win-win situation. Therefor innovation and cooperation is 

requested. The CSR component in this discussion is expected to become more and more prominent 

 AFP is located in Apeldoorn and is willing to strengthen the community. In cooperation with 

neighbouring companies training  to production workers is offered. 

 AFP communicates on a regular basis with the local authorities about current topics as safety, pest 

control and establishment of the business park where AFP is located 

 Employees are represented by a works council. This body is involved in relevant themes and also has 

an advisory role in the implementation of internal policy changes.  

 Secondary and primary education field trips in order to involve the community in the organisation and its 

activities at a young age. 

 

Sources:  

 Stakeholder analysis Berenschot – NRK 

 Supplier assessment 

 Supplier consultation meeting reports 

 Communication with authorities 
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5. CSR CORE THEMES  
 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and sustainability are important themes for AFP. As a company, AFP not 

only wishes to add value for the various stakeholders, but AFP also wishes to work on the world of tomorrow. 

CSR means to AFP: doing what we are good at as a company. Business decisions are not based exclusively on 

the economic interest; the consequences for people within and outside the company and for the environment 

also play an important role. 

 

 
Figure: Visual representation of the CSR core themes as these apply for the ISO-NEN 26000 standard. 

 

CSR is a comprehensive term. Focus is necessary in order to be able to make an actual difference. The ISO 

26000 standard is a useful instrument for this purpose. 7 CSR core themes are distinguished within ISO 26000: 

Good governance, Human rights, Working conditions, the Environment, Ethical business transactions, 

Consumer affairs and Social commitment. These core themes are further divided into 37 CSR subjects.  

 

AFP has identified the relevance, significance and prioritisation of these subjects. A subject is relevant if it plays 

a role in the activities and decisions of the organisation. Significance is related to the impact those activities and 

decisions (could) have on stakeholders (the environment, society and economy). AFP’s priorities have been 

determined on this basis. A focus for future CSR efforts on the part of AFP becomes visible on the basis of the 

prioritisation of the CSR subjects. 

 

 

5.1. CSR CORE THEMES: DETERMINING RELEVANCE (QUESTION 11) 

The following was taken into account when determining the relevant themes: 

 

 The own activities and decisions 

 Activities and decisions of organisations in the value chain and the sphere of influence of the 

organisation 

 Daily activities and special situations 
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5.2. DETERMINING THE RELEVANCE OF KEY THEMES AND SUBJECTS (QUESTION 12) 

The previously memorized NRK group impact sessions and stakeholder dialogues have shown that all CSR 

themes are relevant to the NRK companies involved. There is, however, a difference in the degree of relevance. 

The most relevant subjects are shown in the table below. 

 

CORE THEME SUBJECT 

MANAGEMENT OF THE 

ORGANISATION 
Integrating CSR in the decision-making process and structures 

THE ENVIRONMENT Countering climate change 

THE ENVIRONMENT Preventing environmental pollution 

THE ENVIRONMENT Sustainable use of resources 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Protecting consumer health and safety 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE Health and safety in the workplace  

ETHICAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS Promoting CSR within the chain 

ETHICAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS Striving for and promoting honest competition 

HUMAN RIGHTS Applying due care 

 

Table: Overview of the most relevant CSR themes for the NRK companies involved.  

 

It has become clear following an inventory that the above themes and related subjects are also relevant to AFP. 

In June 2017 an investigation under approx.. 30 staff member of AFP has confirmed the above image once 

more and added the following themes and subjects. 

 

CORE THEME SUBJECT 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Prevention and adequate resolution of complaints 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Sustainable consumption 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE Personal development and training in the workplace 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Training and culture 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Creating prosperity and income 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Health 

 

Table: Overview of relevant subjects according to AFP’s stakeholders.  
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5.3. CSR CORE THEMES: DETERMINING SIGNIFICANCE (QUESTION 13) 

The effectiveness of actions in case of a subject was discussed with the participants in the NRK’s ISO 26000 

group project and the investigation under approx.. 30 staff member of AFP. In this connection, all CSR subjects 

were assessed and discussed in a systematic manner. The findings were subsequently submitted to a 

representation of the stakeholder groups, namely employees and customers. 

 

The following criteria were used to determine the most significant subjects:  

 

 The degree to which the subject has an impact on your stakeholders and sustainable development 

 The impact of implementing or not implementing additional action(s) concerning this subject 

 The degree of concern on the part of your stakeholders concerning the subject 

 The social expectations of what comprises responsible behaviour with respect to these effects on this 

subject 

 

 

5.4. DETERMINING SIGNIFICANT CORE THEMES AND SUBJECTS (QUESTION 14) 

The most significant subjects for AFP are shown in the table below. 

 

CORE THEME SUBJECT 

MANAGEMENT OF THE ORGANISATION Integrating CSR in the decision-making process and 

structures 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE  Health and safety at work 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE Personal development and training in the workplace 

THE ENVIRONMENT Preventing environmental pollution 

THE ENVIRONMENT Sustainable use of resources 

ETHICAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS Promoting CSR within the chain 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Protecting consumer health and safety 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Sustainable consumption 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Prevention and adequate resolution of complaints 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Training and culture 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Creating prosperity and income 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Health 

 

Table: Significant core themes and questions.  
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5.5. CSR CORE THEMES: DETERMINING PRIORITY (QUESTION 15) 

The following was taken into account when determining the prioritised themes:  

 

 AFP’s performance compared with legislation and regulations and international standards (of conduct) 

 AFP’s performance compared to the state of the art and best practices 

 The degree to which the subject contributes to or compromises AFP’s objectives 

 The cost versus the benefit of taking action with respect to the subject 

 The ease and speed with which actions can be implemented: the ‘quick wins’ 

 

 

5.6. DETERMINING THE PRIORITY OF CORE THEMES AND SUBJECTS (QUESTION 16) 

AFP prioritises the subjects formulated below. 

 

CORE THEME SUBJECT 

MANAGEMENT OF THE ORGANISATION Integrating CSR in the decision-making process and structures 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE  Health and safety at work 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE Personal development and training in the workplace 

THE ENVIRONMENT Sustainable use of resources 

ETHICAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS Promoting CSR within the chain 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Protecting consumer health and safety 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS Prevention and adequate resolution of complaints 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Training and culture 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Creating prosperity and income 

SOCIAL COMMITMENT Health 

 

Table: Subjects with priority for AFP  

 

5.7. ACTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE DETERMINATION OF RELEVANCE, SIGNIFICANCE AND 

PRIORITY (QUESTION 17) 

AFP considers the self-declaration including substantiation to be the point of departure for further development. 

Going through the questions regularly and systematically has stimulated AFP and challenges the organisation to 

create a better vision on and handling of CSR core themes. More justice is done to subjects that already formed 

part of the AFP business operations and they are provided with more depth. 

In the coming years, AFP intends to provide more depth to the various themes by performing targeted actions or 

starting a feasibility study. A list of actions that are either planned or that have already been implemented 

(grouped by CSR core theme) is provided below. 
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CORE THEME ACTION 

MANAGEMENT OF 

THE ORGANISATION 

Discussing and determining the CSR policy within management and in the board 

of directors 

Creating a direct link between the company vision and mission and the priorities 

and actions indicated in this substantiation 

Communicating CSR performance to the stakeholders 

Updating the CSR Self-declaration bi-annually 

Actively involving and informing employees concerning CSR actions 
 

Table: actions with respect to management of the organisation 

 

CORE THEME ACTION 

ENVIRONMENT 

Participation to NRK MJA3, regularly measuring emissions and energy measures 

Study of purchasing green energy  

Applying LED lighting 

Study of using solar energy for electricity 

Making charging stations for electric cars available 

Separating our waste flows and monitoring this actively 

Saving ground water by means of the closed cooling-water system 

Using compressors that use less energy 

Reusing our own waste 

Installing an oxidizer in order to reduce air pollution 

In case of new product development: including recyclability and sustainability in 

the subject 

Creating awareness among customers concerning the possibilities of bio-based 

plastics 

Reducing the number of truck journeys as a result of more efficient logistics 

processes and loading 

Reduction of exhaust gases by applying air pressure when unloading road tankers 
 

Table: actions with respect to the environment 
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Image: AFP has had charging stations installed that are available to its employees and visitors who drive electric cars. 

 

     
Image: AFP has invested in a pneumatic unloading system in order to reduce exhaust gases and to limit noise nuisance to local residents while road 

tankers are being unloaded. Connecting road tankers carrying granules makes it possible to switch off the diesel engine. This reduces the nuisance 

created by running engines as well as the emission of exhaust gases and fuel consumption. This corresponds to 1,500 hours (= approx 40 working 

weeks of 37.5 hours) in case of 1,000 loads per year and 1.5 hours per unloading. 
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CORE THEME ACTION 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

Certification BRC Packaging (Issue 5) in 2017 

Screening of raw materials during a product’s development phase 

Supplier selections and assessments in order to guarantee consumer safety 

Suppliers of raw materials for food packagings declare that they comply with 

relevant legislation. ‘Documents of Compliance’ (DoC) are issued on the basis 

thereof. 

Introduction of a new and automated complaints system 

Quick and efficient handling of complaints with multidisciplinary complaints 

consultation 

Full traceability of products and raw materials 

Performing housekeeping rounds for the purpose of identifying and controlling 

food product safety risks 
 

Table: actions with respect to consumer affairs 

 

CORE THEME ACTION 

SOCIAL 

COMMITMENT 

Purchasing services locally from local (small-scale) suppliers 

Supporting or sponsoring social projects 

Collaboration with schools for work experience, internship and/or graduation 

projects 
 

Table: actions with respect to social involvement 

 

CORE THEME ACTION 

EMPLOYMENT 

PRACTICE 

Increasing safety awareness by means of customised actions 

Working safely basic training for all employees 

Implementing physical safety measures and making PPE available 

Implementation of Code of Conduct 

Personal deployability budget for every employee 

Sustainable deployment programme 

Offering VAPRO training to production employees 

Confidential committee in order to guarantee a safe working place in a social 

sense 

Language training for employees with language delays 

Deployment of persons with a disadvantage in the labour market 

Annual update of the Company Emergency Response (BHV) plan 
 

Table: actions with respect to employment practice 
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5.8. EXPLANATION TO THE PRIORITISATION (QUESTION 18) 

In this connection, see questions 15 and 16. The prioritisation matrix, which is not publicly available, has created 

structure in the themes and reflected the importance. The findings were discussed internally and include a mix 

of ongoing projects and new activities. 

 

 

5.9. THE STAKEHOLDERS BELOW WERE INVOLVED IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF RELEVANT, 

SIGNIFICANT AND PRIORITISED SUBJECTS (QUESTION 19) 

As participant in the ISO 26000 group project organised by NRK in 2015-2016, AFP participated in a series of 

workshops with its own employees and with customers, suppliers and authorities. The relevance and 

significance of the CSR subjects were discussed and ultimately scored in a systematic manner during these 

workshops.  

Also during a workshop under approx.. 30 staff member of AFP in June 2017 the relevance and priority of the 

CSR subjects were discussed. 

 

The funnelling process that was followed is visualised in the image below. The outcome of this multi-stakeholder 

consultation was then used to perform the prioritisation. More stakeholders will be involved in future (such as 

other customers and suppliers and employees). In future, we want to involve customers even more in our 

activities in the area of sustainability. 

 

  
 

Figure: prioritisation of CSR subjects 
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6. INTEGRATION OF CORPORATE SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN THE ORGANISATION 
 

6.1. CHAIN RESPONSIBILITY AND SPHERE OF INFLUENCE (QUESTION 20) 

AFP’s sphere of influence consists of customers, suppliers, government, trade associations, trade unions, local 

residents and social organisations. The customers and the government establish the frameworks within which 

AFP operates. Knowledge and expertise, including in the area of sustainability, is exchanged within the trade 

associations. There is regular consultation with the trade unions. There is occasional contact with social 

organisations. 

 

The organisations listed below are within the sphere of influence.  

 

Economic and formal relationship 

 Suppliers 

 Customers 

 Banks 

 

Ownership relationship 

 Shareholder 

 

Statutory/political relationship 

 Employees 

 Works council 

 Trade unions 

 Government / municipality / competent authority 

 NRK trade association  

 Environment / citizens / neighbours 

 

Informal influence on the relationship 

 Consumers (customers of the customer) 

 Competitors 

 

Public opinion and social organisations 

 NGOs / interest group(s) 

 Media 

 

 

6.2. AFP ENCOURAGES SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AT OTHER ORGANISATIONS IN THE MANNER 

SET OUT BELOW (QUESTION 21) 

 

 By making a public declaration concerning social responsibility (Self-declaration ISO 26000) 

 By sharing knowledge concerning social matters with stakeholders and thus increase awareness 

 By collaborating on sustainability projects with suppliers, customers and industry peers 

 Endorsement of the Code of Conduct 

 Creating stable employment in the Apeldoorn/Veluwe region 
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 Regular consultation with the municipality and municipal authorities concerning developments and 

investments 

 Preventing nuisance to local residents  

 Internal and external communication via website and internal newsletter 

 Deployment of green energy 

 Making active use of NRK group projects such as: ISO 26000, REACH, MJA3, dangerous substances, 

food safety, etc 

 By taking account of the environmental impact when making investment decisions 

 Promoting sustainability 

 Stimulating sustainable product development 
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7. DUE CARE (‘DUE DILIGENCE’) 
  

7.1. AFP HAS ASSESSED (POTENTIAL) (NEGATIVE) EFFECTS OF ITS OWN ACTIVITIES AND 

DECISIONS ON SOCIETY, THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE ECONOMY (QUESTION 22)  

 

Examples include:  

 

 ISO 9001 monitors customer satisfaction. This includes the regular performance of a customer 

satisfaction survey and having a complaints procedure in place. 

 Offering employees regular health screenings (Preventative Medical Examination)  

 Performance and compliance with the Risk Assessment and Evaluation (RI&E)  

 Drawing up personal development plans and evaluation of such plans 

 Dialogues with stakeholders  

 Introducing a Code of Conduct and complying with it 

 Drawing up an Energy Efficiency Plan and participation in MJA 3 (e-MJV).  

 Performance of LCA studies 

 Product development together with customers 

 Annual preparation of the management review  

 

Sources:  

 RI&E 

 Code of Conduct 

 Management review 

 Customer satisfaction survey  

 Energy Efficiency Plan 

 e-MJV / annual environmental report  

 

 

7.2.  AFP PERFORMED AN ASSESSMENT OF THE (POTENTIAL) (NEGATIVE) EFFECTS OF THE 

ACTIVITIES AND DECISIONS WITHIN THE SPHERE OF INFLUENCE ON SOCIETY, THE 

ENVIRONMENT AND THE ECONOMY (QUESTION 23) 

 

By being transparent and actively engaging in dialogues with parties within the sphere of influence. Participation 

in the collective stakeholder dialogues is an example of this. There are also meetings with the competent 

authority and, if necessary, with fellow companies at the business park and with local residents. 

 

 

7.3. DUE CARE IS EXERCISED OR IMPLEMENTED WITHIN THE AFP ORGANISATION (QUESTION 24)  

 

 Laying down financial performance in the annual financial report 

 Guidelines concerning the manner in which persons affiliated with the organisation can exercise due 

care (Code of Conduct) 

 Active maintenance of ISO 26000, ISO 9001, BRC Packaging 

 Regular updating of procedures and working instructions 

 Annual management review 

 Implementation of safety policy and related safety programmes 
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 Setting up instruments to monitor performance and to make adjustments to the priority and approach 

 MJA3, MJV EEP, own energy monitoring 

 

7.4.  AFP HAS IDENTIFIED THE FOLLOWING (POTENTIAL) NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON SOCIETY, THE 

ENVIRONMENT AND THE ECONOMY (QUESTION 25) 

 

Plastic film and packagings protect the product to be packaged in a proper manner. The advantages are 

prolonged shelf life for food products, less waste, reduction of transport costs, etc. These positive aspects are 

defensible provided there is sufficient attention for proper recycling after use and proper control of the own 

internal waste flows. AFP strives for further optimisation in this connection. AFP identifies the waste flows and 

attempts to further reduce them in order to control the waste flows. 

 

Within a production environment, people can be occasionally exposed to physical burden and high working 

temperatures during the summer months. In theory, this may lead to injuries. AFP is aware of this risk and 

makes continued efforts to reduce the risk.  

 

AFP occupies a considerable part of the business park where it is located. AFP acts as a good neighbour and 

arranges for a neat and tidy site, with minimum nuisance. In order to keep matters in balance, there is also 

regular (also informal) consultation with companies on the adjacent plots. 

AFP has an extensive machinery with related energy consumption. This has been recognised and 

acknowledged, and AFP is working on the (further) reduction of this consumption. 

 

The main principles and subjects of social responsibility are included in policy and strategy. 
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8. VISION, MISSION, POLICY AND STRATEGY 
 

8.1.  AFP SHAPES ITS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY BY (QUESTION 26): 

 

 Having a clear vision and mission statement in which social responsibility is emphasised 

 By adopting a code of conduct in which the principles of social responsibility have been translated into 

guidelines for appropriate behaviour 

 By translating action priorities concerning core themes into objectives 

 By drawing up an action programme (with responsibilities, a time line, budget, etc) 

 Drawing up and performing an Energy Efficiency Plan and by committing to the MJA3 agreements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure: Model of the AFP promise. We are working in accordance with the trinity of  

performance, people and protection. Whereby performance (for our customer, 

the environment and ourselves) forms the starting point. Our people offer added  

value through their knowledge, experience and expertise. And protection 

stands for the product we deliver.  
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9. DEVELOPMENT OF SUPPORT AND COMPETENCES 
 

9.1. AFP CREATES SUPPORT FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE 

ORGANISATION (QUESTION 27) 

 

AFP acknowledges the need for steadily building up CSR awareness and expanding it within the organisation. 

 

 The commitment of the organisation’s management in assuming its social responsibility 

 Increasing the knowledge of the principles, CSR core themes and subjects 

 Creating a culture of social responsibility 

 By collaborating on sustainability projects with suppliers, customers and industry peers 

 Taking the environmental impact into account and testing it against social criteria when making 

investment decisions 

 Promoting sustainability 

 Encouraging sustainable product development 

 Long-term agreements concerning energy reduction 

 

 

9.2. AFP DEVELOPS THE NECESSARY COMPETENCIES FOR ASSUMING SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

- WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE ORGANISATION (QUESTION 28) 

 

Gaining more insight into the added value of CSR core values, and the need to actively work on CSR core 

values is a growth process whereby the management will have to lead by example. 

Being transparent and entering into a dialogue with the aid of this self-declaration will provide further growth and 

help develop these competencies.  

 

Specific examples of competence development that are already taking place include participation in NRK’s ISO 

26000 group projects and the introduction of the Code of Conduct and the installation of a CSR workgroup. 

 

Taking account of social responsibility is closely related to innovation. Innovating together with other parties in 

the chain is very important to the organisation. 

 

As also described in the previous and subsequent chapters, AFP intends to involve the stakeholders in this 

connection. 
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10. INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN 

THE CONTROL PROCESSES 
 

10.1. INTEGRATION IN CONTROL PROCESSES, SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES (QUESTIONS 29) 

 

AFP has integrated its social responsibility in its control processes, systems and procedures in the manner set 

out below:  

 

 By carefully monitoring and managing the effects of our own activities on society, the environment and 

the economy, for example by implementing the BRC Packaging and ISO 9001 standards and the 

performance of a Risk Assessment & Evaluation (RI&E) 

 By taking account of the effects of decisions such as about new activities (Code of Conduct) 

 By ensuring that the principles of social responsibility are applied the control processes and that they 

are reflected in our structure and culture (ISO 26000) 

 By assessing on a regular basis whether we are taking sufficient account of social responsibility within 

our procedures and processes (Management review) 
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11. COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING 
 

11.1. AFP TAKES ACCOUNT OF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA IN ITS COMMUNICATION CONCERNING 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (QUESTION 30)  

 

 Complete: the information deals with all important activities and their social effects. 

 Important: the information is easy to understand for the target group. This concerns both the use of 

language of the target group and the manner in which the information is presented. 

 Responsive: the information discusses the interests of stakeholders. 

 Accurate: the information is factually correct and has sufficient depth. 

 Balanced: the information is fair and balanced. The organisation does not only publish good news, but it 

also provides information about possible negative social effects. 

 Current: it should always be clear to which period the information pertains. 

 Accessible: the information is made available to relevant stakeholders. 

 

Sources:  

 Self-declaration on the NEN publication platform and website: https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000/ 

 

 

11.2. AFP COMMUNICATES ABOUT ITS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY  

(QUESTION 31)  

 

 Via the Management review 

 On a regular basis with the shareholders 

 During the department meetings 

 Monthly MT reporting on environment, safety and quality 

 By means of the Code of Conduct. This is also expected of the suppliers.  

 By consulting with customers concerning the requirements and specifications  

 Publication of articles about CSR on the website  

 Communicating performance in the area of CSR  

 Communicating to the employees about social responsibility in the monthly newsletter 

 Ensuring that communication with stakeholders concerning specific subjects or projects with 

stakeholders takes place  

 Ensuring that social responsibility is discussed during meetings and consultations with stakeholders  

 

Sources:  

 Management review  

 E-MJV / annual environmental report  

 Code of Conduct 

 ‘Pakkend Nieuws’ newsletter 

 

 

 

 

https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000
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11.3. DOES AFP REPORT ON ITS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY?  

(QUESTION 32A)  

 

AFP reports on the CSR performance and objectives by means of this substantiation of the self-declaration. The 

NPR 9026, self-declaration NEN-ISO 26000, is used for this purpose. This report is available on APF’s website 

and the NEN publication platform. 

 

In addition, AFP is evaluated regularly by an external party for Environment, Social en Governance (ESG) 

performance. 

 

Sources:  

 Self-declaration on the NEN publication platform and website: https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000/ 

 ESG assessment rapport (Q3 2016) 

 

 

11.4.  THE SOCIAL REPORT INCLUDES INFORMATION ABOUT (QUESTION 32B): 

 

 Objectives with respect to subjects and core themes 

 Performance with respect to subjects and core themes 

 Successes and failures and the ways in which failures are resolved 

  

Sources:  

 Self-declaration on the NEN publication platform and website: https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000/ 

 ESG assessment rapport (Q3 2016) 

 

 

11.5.  WHEN DRAWING UP YOUR SOCIAL REPORT, THE FOLLOWING CONSIDERATIONS ARE TAKEN 

INTO ACCOUNT (QUESTION 32C) 

 

 The scope, the subject and the area of application are appropriate for the size and nature of our 

organisation. 

 The detail level reflects the degree of experience on the part of AFP as regards the reporting of social 

responsibility. 

 

https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000
https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000
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12. CONFLICTS AND DIFFERENCES OF OPINION WITH 

STAKEHOLDERS 
 

12.1. CONFLICTS OR DIFFERENCES OF OPINION WITH STAKEHOLDERS (QUESTION 33A) 

In the distant past, there have been several disputes with local residents. The disputes concerned noise 

nuisance when unloading lorries outside normal working hours. These complaints have not occurred again 

since the installation of a pneumatic unloading system. 

 

 

12.2. METHODS FOR RESOLVING (POSSIBLE) CONFLICTS AND DIFFERENCES OF OPINION 

(QUESTION 33B) 

 

 Direct discussions with stakeholders with whom a conflict or difference of opinion has arisen 

 Providing written information in order to avoid incorrect interpretations 

 Formal procedures for complaints handling 
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13. MONITORING ACTIVITIES AND ASSESSING 

PERFORMANCE 
 

13.1. AFP MONITORS ITS ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE RELEVANT THEMES AND 

SUBJECTS (QUESTION 34)  

 

 Feedback from stakeholders 

 Performing benchmarks 

 Energy consumption, waste quantity, water consumption, VOC (volatile organic compound) emissions, 

incidents, complaints 

 

The following subjects are taken into account when monitoring: 

 

 The scope of monitoring is in line with the scope and importance of the activities 

 The monitoring provides results that are reliable, available on time and easy to understand 

 The monitoring is geared to the needs of the stakeholders 

 

Sources:  

 Monthly MT reporting  

 Newsletter  

 Annual report 

 ESG assessment report 

 e-MJV 

 

 

13.2. AFP ASSESSES ITS PERFORMANCE WITH RESPECT TO RELEVANT THEMES AND SUBJECTS  

(QUESTION 35)  

 

Our performance in the area of the relevant themes and subjects were assessed jointly by our employees, 

customers and suppliers within the context of the ISO 26000 group project organised by NRK in 2015 - 2016. In 

addition, the performance is assessed in the annual management review and the ESG assessment. 

The following questions are asked in this connection:  

 

 Were the intended objectives realised?  

 Were they the right objectives when considered after the fact?  

 Did we have the right strategies and processes for the objectives to be realised?  

 What worked well and why? What did not work well and why not?  

 What should we have done differently?  

 Were all relevant persons involved?  

 

Sources:  

 Self-declaration on the NEN publication platform and website: https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000/ 

 ESG assessment rapport (Q3 2016) 

 Management review 

 

https://www.afpfilm.com/nl/ISO26000
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13.3. AFP INVOLVED THE STAKEHOLDERS (QUESTION 36) 

As participant in the ISO 26000 group project organised by NRK, AFP involved the employees, customers and 

suppliers jointly in the assessment of the efforts and performance concerning the relevant subjects. During 

technical meetings with suppliers and customers CSR topics are regularly discussed. In June 2017 an 

investigation among approx. 30 AFP staff members had been organized, in which they were asked CSR 

subjects would be most relevant for them and AFP. 

 

 

13.4.  AFP HAS ACHIEVED THE FOLLOWING IMPROVEMENTS OR SUCCESSES (QUESTION 37A) 

This substantiation of the self-declaration is a survey of the current position when compared to the CSR core 

values. AFP has formulated the actions as set out in the action list by systematically answering all of these 

questions and by inventorying and verifying this with the management and the stakeholders (see also chapter 

5.7 / question 17, for instance). A number of these actions have been started, which has led to a (limited) 

number of improvements and adjustments. Below examples of these actions are mentioned: 

 

 CSR is included in the AFP corporate presentation and is regularly discussed in meeting with 

stakeholders 

 The drafting of the AFP code of conduct 

 CSR objectives have been included in the KPI list of strategic year goals of AFP 

 The installation of a CSR workgroup, which meets 4 times per year to discuss the progress and 

communication of CSR activities 

 The installation of an energy monitoring system (needs further improvement) 

 The drafting of a water savings plan 

 

Sources:  

 Roadmap with respect to Social Responsibility 

 

 

13.5. AFP HAS NOT YET ACHIEVED THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES (QUESTION 37B) 

AFP is still relatively at the beginning of the CSR process. The share of objectives not realised is therefore still 

significant. These objectives have been formulated and translated into actions; in this connection, see chapter 

5.7 (question 17) and an internal action list part of a roadmap to Social Responsibility. 

Below examples of not yet achieved objectives are mentioned: 

 

 Complete integration of CSR in the organization structure 

 Improve social responsibility by supporting social organizations 

 Using recycled raw materials 

 Using renewable energy 

 Drafting of a complete LCA 

 Implementation of a AFP drive safe policy 

 Certification for ISO 14001 and 50001 

 

Sources: 

 Roadmap with respect to Social Responsibility 
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14. SELECTION OF CSR INITIATIVES AND INSTRUMENTS 
 

14.1. AFP PARTICIPATES IN THE CSR-RELATED INITIATIVES AND/OR INSTRUMENTS LISTED 

BELOW (QUESTION 38) 

 

 NRK Code of conduct 

 Reach substances information 

 ISO 9001 

 BRC Packaging 

 ISO 26000  

 Member of Holland Bioplastics 

 Member of Polymer Science Park 

 

 

14.2. AFP CONSIDERED THE FOLLOWING POINTS WHEN SELECTING THE INITIATIVE (QUESTION 

39) 

 

 Supports the NEN-ISO 26000 principles 

 Provides practical guidelines for getting started with CSR 

 Has been designed for the type of organisation or its areas of interest 

 Has been developed to be applied by different organisations 

 Helps the organisation reach specific stakeholder groups 

 Has a good reputation where it concerns credibility and integrity 

 Has been created in an open and transparent manner 

 

 

14.3. AFP HAS TAKEN SPECIFIC ACTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE CSR INITIATIVE (QUESTION 

40) 

 

A roadmap has been created with specific actions for the various core themes. Communication and 

transparency are very important subjects within this roadmap for the purpose of integrating CSR in the 

organisation. In addition, the removal of safety risks and the reduction of emissions are important subjects for 

which programmes are being implemented. 

 

Sources: 

 Roadmap with respect to Social Responsibility  


